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The fake reports are being created and circulated by some competitors who do not have capability
to match to the standards of this trade directory. They are not able to face the stiff competition that
esources is giving them, and therefore, they are resorting to unfair means, like spreading
esources.co.uk scams rumors, to defame the directory.

Nowadays, when most directories are nothing more than scams, esources.co.uk has come as a
relief. Its advanced and secure trading platform has made it easy for traders to make money through
online reselling. The accurate and valuable information provided by it helps e-commerce businesses
in developing business strategies without spending a lot of money and time on research. It has
adequate systems and resources for unearthing the best wholesale suppliers and product deals.

Registered members of the directory have strongly criticized esources scam rumors. They know that
it is work of certain competitors who know that it is not possible for them to offer the kinds of
services that esources offers to its members. Therefore, instead of preparing to deal with the
increasing competition, they are posting fabricated esources reviews in order to malign the image of
the directory. Because traders who have experienced the services of esources know that such
rumors are false, they still have trust in the directory. They are asking their fellow traders not to pay
attention to such esources scam reports and rather make the most of this B2B directory. 

Esources offers both free and paid membership. Free registration allows you to evaluate the service
of the directory before enrolling for its paid program. It allows you to check the features of the
directory, judge the level of service offered, and decide if it is suitable for your business
requirements.

The directory offers you a huge database of wholesale suppliers. It has references of over 70,000
suppliers including dropshippers, distributors, importers, and manufacturers. It has strict verification
and review systems for ensuring that its trade platform remains scam free. All suppliers are checked
for legitimacy, and once a supplier is included, they are periodically reviewed to see if they meet the
set standards. Esources takes all precautions to keep scams and scammers away. It does not
deserve to be called a scam firm.

Esources scam posts have not been able to dent its rising popularity. It is still the most trusted UK
trade directory. This is evident from the fact that it has over a million registered members and
around 1.5 million live listings.

Esources is the largest UK wholesale directory. It gives you a vast database of verified suppliers to
help you in product sourcing, provides you information about the best deals to help you make good
profits, and gives you valuable information so that you can make informed and wise business
decisions. Traders who are not registered with it are surely missing something. Therefore, instead of
thinking about false esources scam posts, visit this directory today to check what it offers.
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Esources is giving tough competition to some wholesalers and trade directories whose firms have
started spreading fake a esources.co.uk scam rumors in order to defame this directory. However,
the truth is that there are no a esources.co.uk scams.
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